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Introduction 
 

The decision to incorporate Sendio into your communications environment is going to dramatically 

reducing the administrative overhead of managing email security and result in very happy end users 

who receive all their legitimate email and no junk. 

Sendio User Roles 
 

Conceptually, there are two “classes” of Sendio users: 

• End-users (simply called Users in this manual) are individuals whose email inboxes are protected 

by Sendio. For each protected email account, there is a corresponding “account” on Sendio that 

is accessible via a Web interface. The Sendio User web interface is described in the Sendio User 

Guide. 

• Administrators are individuals that install, configure, and maintain Sendio systems. When an 

Administrator logs in to the Sendio Web interface, they have an additional functionality that 

allow them to access the system administrative configuration features. 

Documentation 
 

Documentation for Sendio is organized into several different manuals and guides. These are summarized 

below. These can all be accessed on the Sendio website:  https://sendio.com/support/documentation-

and-support-tools/ 

Administration Manual 

This Document. It describes the functionality of all Sendio features and discusses configuration options 

and trade-offs. Intended for Administrators. 

User Guide 

Describes the features and functionality of the Sendio web interface for the End-user. Intended for 

Users. 

Backup & Restore Guide 

A checklist of activities to support the implementation of Sendio in any network. It is focused on 

network details, Corporate Policy considerations and End-user notification. Intended for Administrators. 

Quick Start Guide – Sendio Hosted 

A checklist of activities to incorporate and configure Sendio’s hosted solution into your corporate email 

infrastructure. It covers firewall settings, directory services and routing options. Intended for 

Administrators. 
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Sendio and Office 365 Integration  

Configuration guide to enable email routing to and from Office 365 with Sendio. Intended for 

Administrators. 

Azure Active Directory Setup in Sendio 

Configuration guide to connect Sendio with your Azure Active Directory for account creation and user 

password authentication. Intended for Administrators. 

Email Continuity Administration Manual 

Configuration guide to configure and user Sendio’s Email Continuity feature in the event of an email 

system outage. Intended for Administrators. 

Exchange Smart Host Configuration 

Configuration guide to enable routing of inbound and outbound email from Microsoft Exchange. 

Intended for Administrators. 

 

Conventions in the Manual 
 

Note:  A Note is information that deserves special consideration. 

Troubleshooting Tip: A Troubleshooting Tip provides information that has been known to help solve 

various problems. 

Warning: A Warning identifies information that could lead to unintended consequences if not properly 

considered. 

Menu Commands 

Sendio’s web interface has menu commands that you follow to change display pages, open dialog boxes 

and initiate certain actions. Primary menu commands (or paths through the interface) are shown in bold 

type in the format Admin > System > Outbound Control. This example would mean: 

• the Admin UI 

• the System button 

• the Outbound Control button  

The options in drop down menus, such as Accept Contacts only, are shown in italics. 

Sendio Terminology 

Words that have special meaning within the context of Sendio operations are shown in italics, such as 

Accept-List, Pending, etc... 
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SECTION 1: Concepts and Definitions 
Before diving into all the details involved in administering Sendio, it will be useful to first review several 

concepts and definitions that the reader of this manual is presumed to understand. 

Platform 

Sendio’s system is running in a high-security implementation of the Linux operating system. Sendio has 

developed many message processing “services” that run on the system. Many of these services are 

administratively configurable. Sendio is available in a hosted service, virtual server edition, and a physical 

appliance application. Everything in this manual applies to all system options. 

Message Flow 

Sendio is installed “logically” between the internet and the mail server. The corporate MX (mail exchange) 

record in DNS is set to point to Sendio, causing all email from the internet to be routed to Sendio. Sendio 

receives the messages, processing them through a series of email integrity services, eliminating unwanted 

messages, and forwarding the clean email to the email server(s) for delivery to the end-users. 

• Warning: Sendio does not have its own internal firewall. The physical or virtual appliance should be installed “behind” 

the organization’s firewall. Any system directly accessible from the internet has the potential of being compromised. It 

is assumed that your organization employs “best practices” to protect Sendio from external attack. Sendio’s hosted 

solution is serviced via a Tier 3 date center, with highly redundant hardware, power, and internet bandwidth. 

Workflow 

Sendio is a sophisticated system that implements a highly configurable 

workflow engine. The Administrator can configure a specific policy and 

system behavior for each stage of the workflow 

 

• Sender Check: the system does a series of tests using the Domain Name 

Service (DNS) and other mechanisms to identify and classify the original 

sender of the message 

• Recipient Check: the system verifies that the intended recipient(s) of a 

message have accounts on the target email server 

• Server Recon: the system uses a series of low-level SMTP tests to 

determine the validity of the sending email server 

• Anti-Virus / “Malware”: the system scans all messages to ensure that 

they do not contain viruses, trojans, bots or other “malware” 

• Corporate Policy: the system implements policies for handling large 

messages, those with “untrusted” attachments, or with an excessive 

number of recipients 

• Standards Policy: messages are checked against industry standards for 

sender authentication, such as DKIM and SPF 

• Contacts Check / SAV: messages are checked against both System and 

individual User Accept Lists, Hold Lists and Drop Lists, and may be 

processed using the Sender Address Verification (SAV) 
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Service Availability 

Sendio Administrators must decide how to balance the need for security against the desire for maximum 

productivity. Specifically, there are several configuration options that specify how the Sendio workflow 

should respond if one of the email integrity services becomes unavailable for a period. 

For example, if the anti-virus scanning services for inbound messages becomes unavailable, should email 

keep flowing or should it be halted until the service is restored? Since the risks associated with virus 

infections are high, this might be a prudent choice. In contrast, it may be quite acceptable to maintain 

email flow if the Zero-Hour checking for outbound messages becomes unavailable for a period. 

Relationships, Ownerships and “Default” Settings 

Sendio maintains a database of the email inboxes that are protected and the relationship between the 

various addresses, domains and directories that compromise the email environment. The diagram below 

shows a high-level representation of these relationships. It also includes a “default” level that holds the 

default settings for options. 

 

The arrows in the diagram indicate “ownership”, 

meaning that Addresses are “owned” by both 

Accounts and Domains. Accounts are owned by 

Directories, and both Domains and Directories are 

owned by the System. 

All mail operations which make a decision based on 

an option setting in Sendio look up the setting for the 

recipient of the message currently being delivered. If 

no setting exists at the Address level, then the setting 

is inherited from the related “owning” level, in 

numerical order as shown. If no setting is supplied at 

the System level, then the default settings are used. 

Once a Domain is created, it must have one or more 

Directories assigned. If an email server manages a 

domain that is not configured in Sendio, email sent to 

an address in that domain will not be processed by 

Sendio. 
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SECTION 2: Logging in to Sendio 
 

During the installation process, a DNS Host record (A) that “names” the Sendio server is recommended. 

 EXAMPLE:  sendio.example.com 

Using a Web browser, connecting to Sendio would use this name. 

 EXAMPLE: http://sendio.example.com 

A Sendio login screen will be displayed. The default requires an email address and network password, 

typically the same as your email account login. 

If the Allow Remember Me on Login option on the 

Admin > System > Options page (described in Section 

5) has been Enabled, then the login screen will include 

a Remember Me check box. If checked, the Remember 

Me option causes Sendio to “remember” the email 

address authentication for a configurable period, so 

that this login step is skipped in the future. 

Troubleshooting tip: If the web interface login fails, 

investigate the following possibilities: 

• The login account used to synchronize 

password has changed 

• Sendio has lost communication with the 

directory server and is therefore unable to 

validate the directory password 

• The directory synchronization process has not 

yet occurred 

• Changes have been made to the Directory (eg 

a CN has been renamed) 

• The Azure AD token/secret may have expired 

In any case, you may use the sysconfig administrative 

login and access the functions of the server. The login format for this user is sysconfig@esp and the 

password is the previously set sysconfig password. As the Administrator you may have also set up a 

local password for any Sendio Account which can be used in this scenario (Azure Active Directory sync 

does not allow setting local passwords in Sendio). If you suspect that Sendio has lost communications 

with the directory services, you may also use the sysconfig interface to ping the directory server. 

You may also navigate to the Directories menu option on the Admin UI and synchronize the directory, 

which will verify communications and also confirm that the addresses you been synchronized to Sendio. 

Navigate to the Addresses menu option to verify that the original email address that was attempted 

during login appears on this list 
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SECTION 3: Sendio User and Administrator UI 
 

There are two different navigation User Interfaces, one for Users and an expanded one for 

Administrators. Users with administrative privileges will have an Admin button on their screen which 

will allow them to switch to the Administrator view. Users without administrative rights will not see the 

Admin button. 

User UI 

 

Inbound will show the user their inbound message queue. 

Outbound will show the outbound message queue. 

Contacts will show a list of the user’s contacts. 

Server Recon will show any messages waiting to complete the server recon test  

Account Info will show details of the user’s account in Sendio 

Classic UI will switch to a Flash required view of the Sendio UI 

Admin will switch the user to the Admin UI (if present) 

Help will connect the user to the Sendio website for additional information 

Logout will log the user out of their Sendio queue 
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Administrative UI 
 

 

 

The Administrative UI is a group of buttons that allow the Administrator to access distinct parts of the 

Sendio system. 

System is a group of pages that allow the Administrator to configure system-wide options for Sendio. 

Global Views gives the Administrator access to both the Inbound and Outbound message queues for all 

user accounts in Sendio. 

Domains is a list of email domains that are handled by Sendio. 

Directories is where the directory services connection (Active Directory, Azure AD, LDAP) is specified. 

Accounts is the list of all user accounts in Sendio. The Administrator can access any information about 

any user account (Options, Addresses, Contacts, Message Queues). 

Addresses displays a cross references of email addresses and their associated account. Address options 

can be managed. 

Logs provides real-time interface to the SMTP, SMTPS, MTA, SAV, HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, Passthrough and 

AutoAccept logs in Sendio. There is an export function from any of these logs. 

Send Feedback is a form that will allow the Administrator to provide feedback or feature requests to 

Sendio. 

Logout will log the Administrator out of the Sendio UI. 
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Message Icons 
 

In the Sendio UI, there are various icons that you will see in the queue. These provide the user or 

Administrator with information as to policies that have been applied to the email. These icons are the 

result of policies set by the Administrator for Sendio filtering. 

Virus 
If an email is tagged as virus infected, virus suspected, or the anti-virus service is unavailable, a red oval 

with “Virus” will be shown with the email. 

 

Bad IP Reputation 
If a sender’s IP Reputation is tagged as high risk for sending spam, a gray oval with “IP Rep” will be 

shown with the email. 

 

Mailing List 
If an email contains a List Header, an additional header included in a message that transmits a unique 

mailing list identifier, a blue oval with “List” will be shown with the email. 

 

Spam 
Any email that is tagged as Spam will show a purple oval with “Spam”. 
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Attachment 

If an email has an attachment, you will see the “paper clip” icon. 
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SECTION 4: System Pages 
 

The System pages on the Admin UI provides access to the majority of Sendio configuration functions. 

These functions are divided into six areas: Options, Inbound Control, Outbound Control, Contacts, 

Exemptions and SSL. 

System > Options 
 

 

 

The Admin > System > Options 

page displays a list of options for 

Sendio that can be set at the 

System level. Many of these 

options can also be set at the 

Domains, Accounts and Addresses 

levels as appropriate (described in 

later sections). 

The following sections describe 

each of the options. 

Preferred Locale: The preferred locale for choosing display language and formats. Currently, only English 

(United States) is available. 

Preferred Time Zone: Indicates the time zone for date and time display in the web UI. It does not affect 

timestamps in email, which use the Sendio server’s internal time zone setting (set in sysconfig). 

Organization Name: The name of the organization Sendio is serving. The value typed directly into the 

value box. This is also the name of the organization that is included in the SAV message that is sent out 

from Sendio.  

User Interface: HTML5 is the default UI. 

Internal Mail Host: (Default: No Setting) The IP address, machine name, or Office 365 URL of the 

Internal Mail Transport Authority (MTA) to which accepted messages will be delivered. Sendio must 

have port 25 (SMTP) connectivity to the server that is indicated in this option value. If Sendio is in a DMZ 

or in a geographically disparate location from the email server, the firewall must be configured to allow 

this traffic to pass. At the Domains level, this value can be set to allow mail for different domains to pass 

to different mail servers. This can also be set at the Accounts and Addresses level if necessary. 

Note: If a machine name is used, it must have a DNS MX or A record resolvable by Sendio to one or more 

IP addresses. 
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Outbound Proxy: (Default: No Setting) In the event that there is an outbound proxy between Sendio and 

the internet for outbound mail, Sendio can be configured to send mail through that proxy by entering 

the IP address or hostname in this field. 

Internal Mail Host Domain Rewrite: (Default: No Setting) If set, this value rewrites the domain n of the 

recipient address before sending the message to the internal mail server. This option is rarely used. 

 

Integrity Services 
 

Integrity Services is the combination of Server Recon (Silverlisting), Sender Address Verification (SAV) 

and Contact Checking. Integrity Services, as well as each individual component, can be configured at the 

System, Domain, Account and Address level. 

When Integrity Services are disabled, messages are not stored locally and, therefore, are not displayed 

in the message queue UI. The one exception to this rule occurs if the message is determined to have a 

virus. In this case, the held or rejected message will be displayed in the user’s message queue. 

Messages that bypass Integrity Services are displayed in a different log that normal messages. This log 

can be viewed by clicking the “Passthrough Log” butt in the Logs tab of the web UI. 

Note: Accounts/Users with Integrity Services disabled are unable to receive the daily queue summary 

notifications. 

Integrity Services: (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the Integrity Services option is enabled. 

Disabling Integrity Services disables all sub-options as well. 

SilverListing: (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the SilverListing (Server Recon) process is 

enabled. Please see the Server Recon section later in this document for more information. 

SilverListing Spoof Protection: (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the SilverListing (Server 

Recon) process is applied to messages which are received from email addresses in a Contact list but 

from an IP which has not previously passed the SilverList test. Please see the Server Recon section later 

in this document for more information. 

SilverListing Service Outage: (Default: Allow Message) Indicates what to do with messages in the event 

the SilverListing service is unavailable. Options are Allow Message or Defer Message. 

Contact Checking: (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the Contact Checking process is enabled. 

If Contact Checking is disabled, the Sender Address Verification (SAV) will be disabled as well. 

Sender Address Verification (SAV): (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the Sender Address 

Verification (SAV) process is enabled for non-Bulk messages 

Note: If you are evaluating Sendio, you may choose to set this value to Disabled and Unlocked. Then, at 

the Accounts level, several users can be selected to evaluate the functionality by setting this value to 

Enabled.  
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Send SAV for Bulk Messages: (Default: Disabled) Indicates whether or not the Sender Address 

Verification (SAV) process is enabled for Bulk messages. 

Send SAV Acknowledgements: (Default: Enabled) Indicates whether or not the Sender Address 

Verification (SAV) process will send an acknowledgement email to the original sender once they 

complete the SAV process. 

When No Contact Matches: (Default: Hold Message) Instructs Sendio how to respond to non-Bulk 

messages which to not match a Contact. 

When No Contact Match for Bulk Message: (Default: Hold Message) Instructs Sendio how to respond to 

Bulk messages which do not match a Contact. 

Queue Summary: (Default: Disabled) Indicates whether Queue Summary emails are sent to Users and 

Groups. There are three options available: 

• Enabled: Users and Groups 

• Enabled: Users Only 

• Disabled 

The “Enabled: Users Only: setting allows a single setting to disable Queue Summaries for all distribution 

group Accounts on the system. To enable the Queue Summary for specific groups only, go to Accounts, 

select the specific account, and then select “Enabled: Users and Groups” in the Options tab for the 

account. For more information, see Section __: Queue Summary. 

Note: The Queue Summary and Queue Summary Allow User Subscribe/Unsubscribe setting behave as 

follows: If you want the users to receive Queue Summaries, you must enable Queue Summary and set 

the Queue Summary User Subscribed field to “Yes”. 

Queue Summary Deliver Target: (Default: 8:00) Specifies the target time by which all Queue Summary 

messages are to be delivered to users on a particular day, in 24-hour format. See Section __: Queue 

Summary for more details. 

Queue Summary #2 (OPTIONAL) Delivery Target: (Default: Disabled) Specifies the target time, in 24-

hour format of an optional second Queue Summary. The time for the second Queue Summary should be 

at least 5 hours later than the first Queue Summary delivery target. 

Queue Summary Web Interface URL: (Default: No Setting) Specifies the URL used in the Queue 

Summary email that is sent to users. The URL can be preceded by http (unsecure, port 80) or https 

(secure, port 443)(recommended). The URL must be followed by a trailing forward slash “/”. If the URL is 

available only internally, then users who attempt to click an Accept link from outside the firewall will 

receive an error message. A DNS entry for external and internal access should be made available. 

Queue Summary Show Pending Bulk: (Default: Disabled) Indicates whether or not the Queue Summary 

will contain a Pending Bulk section. 

Queue Summary Automatic Login: (Default: Disabled) If enabled, the user can follow a link in the Queue 

Summary email to automatically log in a (non-admin) user without entering their password. 
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Queue Summary Allow User Sub/Unsub: (Default: Enabled) Allows users to subscribe and unsubscribe 

themselves from the Queue Summary mailings. Changing setting to Disabled will force the System 

Enabled/Disabled setting on the user account. 

Queue Summary User Subscribed: Yes or No, is the user subscribed to receive Queue Summaries? 

Continuity Inbox: (Default: Disabled) Once enabled, Sendio no longer attempts delivery of inbound 

email to your mail server. If this option is grayed out with no Enabled/Disabled options, they you have 

not purchased the Continuity License. Contact Sendio Sales for licensing information. 

Pending Queue Lifetime: (Default: 2 weeks) The Pending Queue, also known as the Message Queue, is 

where messages are kept until they are verified through the SAV process or discarded. The value can be 

set for as little as one day or as long as four weeks. If this value is changed, the expiration dates of 

messages currently in the system are not modified. 

Note: For high message volume environments, best performance is achieved by keeping the Pending 

Queue Lifetime as low as business requirements will allow. 

 

Response Control 
 

Verification Request Template: (Default: Standard Request (English) This option can be modified to 

change between English, Spanish and combination templates. See Section __: SAV Messages for more 

information. 

Verification Acknowledgement Template: (Default: Standard Request (English) This option can be 

modified to change between English, Spanish and combination templates. 

Bounce Template: (Default: Standard Bounce (English) In the situation where Sendio receives an SAV 

Response to a message that has been deleted either manually or through the aging process, a bounce 

message will be generated. 

Attach Original to Verification Request: (Default: Attach Message Headers Only) Indicates whether or 

not to attach a copy of the ORIGINAL MESSAGE BEING VERIFIED to the verification request message. Can 

be set to attach the entire original message, only the headers, or no attachment. Attaching the entire 

message is strongly discouraged as it may cause other servers to mistake an SAV Request for spam 

messages. 

 Attach Original to Verification Acknowledgement: (Default: Attach Message Headers Only) Indicates 

whether or not to attach a copy of the ORIGINAL VERIFIED MESSAGE to the verification 

acknowledgement message. Can be set to attach the entire original message, only the headers, or no 

attachment. 

Attach Original to Bounce: (Default: Attach Message Headers Only) Indicates whether or not to attach a 

copy of the ORIGINAL MESSAGE BEING BOUNCED to the bounce message. Can be set to attach the 

entire original message, only the headers, or no attachment. Attaching the entire message is strongly 

discouraged as it may cause other servers to mistake the bounce message for spam messages. 
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24h System Sender Response Limit: (Default: 50) Defines the maximum number of system messages 

(NDR, DNS, SAV) Sendio will generate to any particular email address in a 24 hour period. Options from 1 

to 5000 using the slide bar. 

24h Per User Sender Response Limit: (Default: 1) Defines the maximum number of system messages 

from a given Sendio user to any particular address in a 24 hour period. Options from 1 to 50 using the 

slide bar. 

Add Senders to Drop List: (Default: Enabled) Defines whether a user add senders to drop list for 

incoming messages. 

Allow Dropping Message Groups: (Default: Disabled) This feature allows users to drop all pending 

messages for an entire day in their queue with one click. Can be enabled at the System or Account level. 

Allow User Message Preview: (Default: Enabled) This option allows the Administrator to block the view 

of the message content via the Sendio web UI. The message can be viewed in the user’s Mail Client but 

not via the Sendio web UI. 

Allow User Rejected Message View: (Default: Enabled) This option allows users to see rejected emails in 

their queue. Users will need to change the default view from Pending to Rejected to see the list of 

rejected messages in their queue. 

Allow Admin Message Preview: (Default: Enabled) Blocks the administrative view of the message 

content via the web UI. The message can be viewed at the user’s Mail Client, but not via the Sendio web 

UI. 

Incoming Proxies: (Default: Disabled) Indicates whether an organization’s incoming mail is first received 

by a proxy before reaching Sendio. If there is a proxy, the value should be set to Enabled. 

Note: In some cases, firewalls can be configured to be mail proxies. 

Sender Proxy Analysis: (Default: Enabled) Sendio can determine the IP address of the remote sending 

server (prior to local proxies) by inspecting the headers of the message. This is required for proper 

function of SPF and IP-specific Contacts but has a small performance overhead. If the network has an 

active proxy and SPF checking is desired, the value should be set to Enabled 

Proxy Identifiers: (Default: empty) The IP addresses and/or hostnames of all mail proxies should be 

listed in comma separated format. 

Allow Remember Me on Login: (Default: Disabled) Enables the display of 

Remember Me check box in the web UI login screen. Selecting Remember 

Me instructs the web UI to remember the user’s email address and 

password for the duration specified by the Remember Me Duration 

option. 

Remember Me Duration: (Default: 2 weeks)  Specifies how long the 

system should wait before requiring re-authorization of login credentials if a user checks the Remember 

Me box on the login screen. Options from 1 day to 4 weeks 
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Account Password Caching: (Default: Disabled) Should password caching be enabled for Accounts? 

NOTE: Password Caching does not work if using Azure Active Directory 

Bounce Undeliverable Outbound Messages After: (Default: 1 Day)Defines how long should temporarily 

undeliverable outbound messages be retried before giving up and sending a non-deliver report. Options 

from 2 hours to 1 week. 

Bounce Undeliverable Inbound Messages After: (Default: 1 Day) Defines how long should temporarily 

undeliverable inbound messages be retried before giving up and sending a non-deliver report. Options 

from 2 hours to 1 week. 

Deliver Status Notifications (DSN) 
 

To internal Senders 

Initial DSN After: (Default: No DSN Sent) Defines the minimum time the system will wait before sending 

a Delivery Status Notification (DSN) to an internal sender. Can enable with options from 5 minutes to 1 

day. 

Minimum Time Between DSNs: (Disabled unless Initial DNS After is enabled) Options from 1 hour to 2 

days. 

To External Senders 

Initial DSN After: (Default: No DSN Sent) Defines the minimum time the system will wait before sending 

a Deliver Status Notification (DSN) to an internal sender. Can enable with settings from 5 minutes to 1 

day. 

Minimum Time Between DSNs: (Disabled unless Initial DNS After is enabled) Options from 1 hour to 2 

days. 

Message Journaling 
 

Message Journaling allows for copies of messages to be delivered to an external email archiving or 

journaling solution. Based on the way Sendio processes messages, Journaling includes all inbound 

messages that have passed the SilverList test. Message Journaling only works for inbound messages. 

Message Journaling: (Default: Disabled) Defines if Sendio will Journal all inbound messages to an 

archival host or mailbox. 

Journaling Host: (Default: No setting) IP address or hostname of an archival host. If a hostname, a DNS A 

or MX record must exist for it. May be blank if a Journaling Mailbox is specified (then Journaling Host is 

just the domain of the Journaling Mailbox). 

Journaling Failsafe Mailbox: (Default: No setting) A mailbox for journaling any messages rejected by the 

primary journaling host/mailbox. It may happen that the journaling system returns a permanent failure 

when asked to journal a message, or it may return temporary failures (deferrals) for an unacceptable 

time. When this happens, the message will be journaled to the Failsafe Mailbox. 
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Journaling Timeout: (Default: 1 day) The maximum time we will attempt to send to the primary 

Journaling Host or Mailbox before giving up and trying the Failsafe Mailbox. Options from 1 hour to 2 

weeks. 

Journaling Queue Limit: (Default: 10,000) The number of messages that will be held in the Journaling 

queue before Sendio begins deferring messages. 

Journaling Queue Alert Threshold: (Default: 1,000) The number of messages that will be held in the 

Journaling queue before Sendio begins notifying the Sendio administrator. Email notifications will be 

sent to either the email address(s) specified at Sendio Console Interface > System Configuration > Alert 

Addresses or accounts that have been configured with Sendio administrator access at Sendio Console 

Interface > Directory Management > Modify User Access. 

Journaling Queue Alert Interval: (Default: 1 hour) The interval at which Journaling Queue Alert 

Threshold message are sent to Administrators. Options form 10 minutes to 4 hours. 

List Message Auto-accept: (Default: Disabled) List Message Auto Accept applies additional logic to list 

(i.e., newsletter) messages. By enabling this option Sendio will attempt to determine which list messages 

are valid and automatically accept them.  

Add Contact on Auto-Accept: (Default: Disabled) If a list message is accepted via the List Message Auto 

Accept option, should an Account Contact be automatically created for the sending email address. 

GUI Inactivity Timeout: (Default: 20 minutes) If a user leaves their web browser open to the Sendio web 

interface, after how long will the session timeout. Options from 10 minutes to 4 hours. 

Note: Remember to click the Save button at the bottom of the Options screen if any changes are made to 

any options or else the changes will be lost when you exit. 
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System > Inbound Control 
 

The System > Inbound Control page displays a list of options that specify how Sendio should process 

inbound messages. These options are grouped by related functions 

The groups are: 

• General 

• Attachment Control 

• Address Validation 

• Sender IP Address 

• Anti-Virus 

• Zero-Hour 

• Bulk 

• Anti-Spoofing 

• DKIM Inbound 

• SPF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General 
 

Maximum Recipient Count: (Default: Unlimited) Specifies the combined number of addresses that are 

allowed to be in the ‘To:’, ‘CC:’ and ‘BCC:’ fields in an inbound message. 

Exceeded Recipient Count Policy: (Default: Hold) Allows the Administrator to determine the disposition 

of a message that violates the maximum value set in the option above. Choices for this value are Hold 

and Reject. 

Maximum Message Size (MB): (Default: Unlimited) Messages can be limited by the size of the message. 

This includes the attachment. This value is indicated in megabytes from 1 to 50. 

Exceeded Message Size Policy: (Default: Hold) Allows the Administrator to determine the disposition of 

a message that violates the maximum value set in the option above. Choices for this value are Hold and 

Reject. 
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Attachment Control 
 

Attachment Control specifies how attachments to messages are to be handled by Sendio. 

Attachment Checking: (Default: Disabled) Should Sendio selectively block inbound message with 

associated file types? If Enabled, Administrators will have to configure Trusted/Untrusted file extensions 

and MIME types. If Enabled, Untrusted file extensions and MIME type policies will need to be 

configured. 

File Extensions: If Attachment Checking is Enabled, Administrators will select which file extensions will 

be Trusted (accepted) or Untrusted (Held or Rejected based on policy setting). There is a default list, but 

Administrators can add additional file extensions if needed.  

MIME Types: If Attachment Checking is Enabled, Administrators will select which MIME types will be 

Trusted (accepted) or Untrusted (Held or Rejected based on policy setting). There is a default list, but 

Administrators can add additional MIME types if needed. 

Untrusted MIME Type Policy: What should be done with messages that are denied for failing MIME 

type policy checking? Options are to Hold or Reject the message. 

Untrusted File Extension Policy: What should be done with messages that are denied for failing file 

extension policy checking? Options are to Hold or Reject the message. 

Unassigned Attachment Policy: Default action on inbound messages with Unassigned file extension or 

MIME types? Options are to treat them as Trusted (Accept) or Untrusted (policy previously configured 

will be applied to the message). 

Address Validation 
 

The Address Validation group includes three options that are part of the basic email integrity workflow 

described in the beginning of this manual. 

Unknown Recipient Address: (Default: Reject) Indicates what should be done with messages that have 

unknown recipients. If the value is set to Reject (recommended), then messages with invalid recipient 

addresses are dropped by Sendio and will not tax the MTA and IT infrastructure with unnecessary traffic. 

If the value is set to Allow, then unrecognized email is sent to the MTA. There are many potential side 

effects of this configuration, including allowing spam to pass through to retired email addresses that still 

exist on the MTA. 

Sender’s Domain Lacks MX: (Default: Defer) Indicates what to do with messages that don’t have a DNS 

MX record for the sending address domain. Options for this option are Allow, Defer and Reject. 

Sender Domain Lookup Error: (Default: Defer) Indicates what to do with messages where a DNS returns 

an error when looking up the sending address domain. Options for this option are Allow and Defer. 
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Sender IP Address 
 

Sendio always attempts to determine the IP address of the sender of a message. This information is used 

by several services, including SPF checking and Contact checking. If there is a proxy system in front of 

Sendio, proxy addresses must be specified via the Admin > System > Options > Proxy Identifiers option 

or else the Sender IP Address will not be determined properly. 

Sender IP Address Unknown: (Default: Allow) Specifies the action Sendio is to take if the Sender IP 

Address cannot be determined for a message. Other options are Hold and Reject. If the Sender IP 

Address cannot be determined, all Services that rely on this information will be bypassed by Sendio 

workflow.  

Sender IP Address Bad Reputation: (Default: Hold) Specifies the action Sendio is to take if the Sender IP 

Address Reputation indicates a 90% or higher likelihood of being spam. This will show as a  

IP Reputation Service Outage: (Default: Allow) Specifies the action Sendio is to take if the Sender IP 

Address Bad Reputation is not functioning or running. 

NOTE: The IP address of a message “sender” in this context can be a confusing concept. Frequently, a 

message sent from an email client passes through several intermediate email handling systems before it 

reaches the edge of your (receiving) network. Typically, Sendio is the initial receiving system, unless there 

is a proxy in front. In either case, the “sender” of the message from the perspective of Sendio workflow is 

the IP address of the last external system the email message passed through before it was received by 

Sendio (or the proxy). 

Anti-Virus 
 

Sendio includes comprehensive anti-virus protection licensed from Sophos that utilizes traditional 

signature-based detection, Behavioral Genotype Protection, and Live Protection. Behavioral Genotype 

Protection test samples against continuously validated behavioral rule sets to provide immediate zero-

day protection against emerging threats. This advanced feature enhances detection accuracy and 

reduces false positives. Additionally, Live Protection enables real-time lookups and access to up-to-the-

minute threat intelligence to improve existing detections, find new malware patterns, and target 

emerging threat vectors. Together, these features provide a robust defense against malware, viruses, 

and other evolving email-based threats. 

Virus Infected: (Default: Reject) Inbound messages that have been determined to have a virus should be 

rejected. An SMTP 550 message rejection will be sent to the sender indicating that the message was not 

accepted due to a virus in the content. It is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that this value be set to Reject 

unless there is an anti-virus mechanism elsewhere in the messaging stream. . 

Virus Suspected: (Default: Allow) The action for Inbound messages that are suspected to have a virus in 

the payload defaults to Allow, indicating that the message will be sent through to the next point in the 

messaging stream. . 
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Virus Unscannable: (Default: Allow) The action for Inbound messages that are “unscannable” defaults to 

Allow, indicating that the message will be sent through to the next point in the workflow. An 

unscannable message is one that is encrypted, or password protected. . 

Anti-Virus Service Outage: (Default: Defer) If the anti-virus service is unavailable for a period, incoming 

messages can either be deferred until the protection resumes or can be forwarded on without anti-virus 

scanning. 

Zero-Hour 
 

Zero-Hour: (Default: Reject) The action for Inbound messages that have been scanned and determined 

to have a Zero-Hour infection should be set to Reject. Zero-Hour infections are those viruses that are in 

the early hours of dissemination prior to the virus signature databases being updated. 

Zero-Hour Service Outage: (Default: Defer) If the Zero-Hour anti-virus service is unavailable for a period, 

messages can either be deferred until the protection resumes or can be forwarded on without scanning. 

Bulk 
 

Sendio uses the “bulk tags” to classify certain messages in the Inbound Pending Queue and displays 

them in a secondary Show Bulk view, since they are often deemed to be “less desirable”.  

Bulk Tagging Service Outage: (Default: Allow) Specifies how Sendio should process messages if the Bulk 

Tagging Service is unavailable for a period.  

Anti-Spoofing 
 

Multiple MIME FROM addresses: (Default: No setting) What should be done for an email with multiple 

addresses in the FROM header? Normally, only a single address is used in the FROM header, however, a 

common attack vector used for impersonation is to place multiple addresses in the FROM header of an 

email with the first address being a known contact. Having multiple addresses in the FROM header is 

valid but not normally used in practice. Consequently, legitimate mail may inadvertently be held for 

admin review via an Admin Hold if this policy is set to Hold. 

DKIM Inbound 
 

At the System level, the Administrator specifies whether DKIM is going to be used overall, for either 

inbound or outbound messages, or both. Actual configuration of DKIM options is done at the Domain 

level. 

DKIM Signature Checking: (Default: Enabled) DomainKeys Identified Mail provides a mechanism for 

verifying the authenticity of an email. In a DKIM email header, there will be a signature associated only 

with the domain or subdomain of the sender. The Administrator may enable DKIM Signature Checking 

which will verify this signature and place an indication of the status of the check in the header of the 

email. 
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DKIM Signature Bad: (Default: Allow) If a DKIM signature is determined to be bad because of the check, 

the administrator may configure Sendio to Reject, Hold or Allow the message. The default value for this 

option is Allow, which will send the message through to the next step in the workflow even though the 

DKIM checking has failed. 

DKIM Signature Lookup Error: (Default: Allow) DKIM is dependent on DNS access. If there is an issue 

with accessing the DKIM (TXT) record via DNS, this option will dictate the action to be performed. The 

default is to Allow the message through if the DKIM process cannot be performed. 

SPF 
 

Sender Policy Framework is a Microsoft-led standard for email anti-spoofing. For further information on 

SPF, please consult www.open-spf.org. The implementation of an SPF record is highly recommended. 

 

SPF Checking: (Default: Disabled) Indicates whether or not Sendio will examine the SPF (Sender Policy 

Framework) record of an incoming message domain. If the value Enable is chosen, then there are 

several subordinate actions that can be taken based on the level of SPF failure (‘fail’, ‘softfail’, 

‘temperror’ or ‘permerror’). The actions based on the level of SPF failure span Allow, Hold, Defer and 

Reject. 

SPF ‘fail’: (Default: Allow) The sending email server is not authorized to send messages for the domain in 

question. Available options are Allow, Hold and Reject. This generally means the SPF record is followed 

by a -ALL. 

SPF ‘softfail’: (Default: Allow) The sending email server is not authorized to send messages for the 

domain in question, but the domain owner has not explicitly restricted other servers from sending 

messages for the domain in question. Setting this value to Hold will allow you to review the message 

manually in more detail before deciding how to proceed. This generally means the SPF record is 

followed by a ~ALL. 

SPF ‘temperror’: (Default: Allow) A temporary error occurred during the SPF check. As such a 

determination of the SPF records could not be made. Setting this value to Defer will cause Sendio to 

retry the SPF check when message delivery is retried by the sending server. 

SPF ‘permerror’: (Default: Allow) A permanent error occurred during the SPF check. This is very likely 

due to an incorrect SPF record for the sending domain. Options are Allow and Reject. 

NOTE: If you have an active proxy in front of Sendio, then INBOUND PROXIES on the Admin > System > 

Options page MUST be specified. Sendio can perform SPF checking behind a proxy by setting these 

additional Proxy Options. 

NOTE: If desired, specific sending domains can be exempted from Sendio. For more information, see the 

System > SPF Exemption section of this Admin Guide. 
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System > Outbound Control 
 

General 
Maximum Destination Count: (Default: 

Unlimited) Specifies the combined number of 

addresses that are allowed to be in the ‘To:’, 

‘CC:’ and ‘BCC:’ fields in an outbound message. 

Maximum Message Size (MB): (Default: 

Unlimited) Specifies the maximum allowable 

size, including attachments, for an out-going 

message. 

Attachment Control 
Attachment Checking: (Default: Disabled) 

Specifies whether there is to be policy checking 

for attachments to out-going messages. If 

enabled, an Administrator must use the button 

to open the definition page and specify which 

attachment types are allowed to go out and 

which are prohibited from being sent. Refer to 

the Attachment Control discussion in the 

Admin > System > Inbound Control section for details. 

Unassigned Attachment Policy: (Default: Trusted) If Attachment Checking is Enabled, and some 

attachment types are left in the Unassigned category, this option specifies whether Unassigned types 

are Trusted or Untrusted. 

Address Validation 
Unknown Sender Address: (Default: Reject) Specifies the policy that Sendio should follow if an out-

going message is received from the internal email server with an unknown sender’s address. This could 

be a sign of a compromised email server. 

Recipient’s Domain Lacks MX: (Default: Defer) Specifies the policy that Sendio should follow if an out-

going message includes a recipient whose domain does not have an MX record. In a Microsoft Exchange 

environment, it is recommended to set this option to Allow due to the way Exchange utilizes Queues 

when sending email. 

Recipient Domain Lookup Error: (Default: Defer) Specifies the policy that Sendio should follow if the 

target domain for out-going message cannot be verified via DNS. In a Microsoft Exchange environment it 

is recommended to set this option to Allow due to the way Exchange utilizes Queues when sending 

email. 
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Anti-Virus 
 

The Anti-Virus and Zero-Hour options specify the actions to take if an out-going message is found to 

contain a virus or potential virus, and what policies to follow if either the Anti-Virus or Zero-Hour 

services are unavoidable. Refer to the Anti-Virus and Zero-Hour section in the Admin > System > 

Inbound Control section for details. 

DKIM Outbound 
 

DKIM Signing: (Default: Disabled) Specifies whether Sendio is to sign out-going messages with DKIM 

certificates. The specific configuration of DKIM options is done at the Domain level, accessed via the 

Domains tab on the Admin navigation menu. 

 

Note: The configuration options on the Admin > System > Outbound Control page mirror many of the 

corresponding options on the Admin > System > Inbound Control page previously described. The 

Outbound Control establishes criteria to minimize the potential of sending out a compromised message 

that could harm a recipient’s environment. As with the Inbound Controls, options are organized into 

groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rest of this page left blank 
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System > Contacts 
 

The Contacts page displays a list of system-wide contacts. These addresses represent individuals or 

organizations whose emails are to be either Accepted, Dropped or Held on a system-wide basis when 

they are received by Sendio 

 

Note: It is suggested that System contacts be compiled and imported into Sendio prior to full deployment 

to reduce the initial number of Sender Address Verification (SAV) messages to known contacts. 

 

 

 An Accept contact is indicated by a blue “thumbs up” icon, messages from this sender are to be 

accepted and deliverd to the destination inbox.

 A Drop contact is indicated by a red “thumbs down” icon, messages from this sender are to be 

dropped and not delivered to the destination inbox.

 A Hold contact is indicated by a yellow “pause” icon, messages from this sender are to be held in 

a user’s Pending Queue and either manually released to the inbox or allowed to “age out” of the 

queue.

Creating a New Contact 
To enter a new contact, click the upper right corner of the screen. In the 

pop-up window, select New Contact. 
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Name: This field is for display purposes only. 

Email (required): Specifies the email address for the contact. 

One or more wildcards (*) may be used at any point in the 

email address. Example is *@domainname.com. 

IP: Allows you to put in a specific IP address or CIDR range 

from which the corresponding email address must originate. 

You can also use a wildcard (*) indicating that this contact’s 

email can come from any IP address. Only one IP address or 

CIDR range per contact. 

Action (required): The Action field has three options on the 

drop-down; Accept, Drop or Hold.  

Note: Drop Contacts should only be created in cases where messages are reaching your inboxes from a 

well-known unwanted source. Excessive use of Drop Contacts can adversely affect system performance. 

Phase (required): A System Contact also has a Phase indication which is available on the drop-down 

menu. Your options are pre-user or post-user. The phase of a contact indicates the order in which the 

contact is checked against the System, Domain, and User contact Lists. 

The order of checking contacts is:  

1. System pre-user 

2. Domain pre-user 

3. User 

4. Domain post-user 

5. System post-user  

The phase of pre-user will prevent Users from overriding a System contact, while post-user allows them 

to customize their own contact list. 

Example: A contact with a phase of post-user will be checked after the contact is checked against the 

User contact list. A contact with a phase of pre-user will be checked against the System contact list prior 

to a User contact list. 

If a contact is on multiple Contact Lists with conflicting workflow definitions (e.g., on both an Accept-List 

and a Drop-List), the order of priority is that the Accept Lists are checked first, then the Hold-Lists, and 

then the Drop-Lists. 

Note: By default, when a new Domain is added to Sendio, a Drop Contact entry for that domain is added 

to the System contact list with a post-user phase. The reason for this is that only your mail server should 

generate messages from your domain. If a message from the internet is coming into your organization 

from your domain, then some type of “spoofing” is probably occurring and the message would be 

rejected. 

 

 

mailto:*@domainname.com
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Updating a System Contact 
 

To change any of the information in an existing contact, simply click on the contact in the contact list 

and the contact will open. You can edit any of the fields as needed, then click Save to update the 

contact. 

 

Changing the View of the Contacts Page 
 

To view specific types of contacts, you can change the view of the page. By 

default, the Contacts page opens to All contacts. To change to view specific 

types of contacts, click the arrow at the top of the screen and select which 

types of contacts you wish to see. 

 

Contact Search 
 

To do a custom search of System Contacts, click on the “magnifying glass” icon at the right of the menu 

bar to open a search space where you can enter search parameters to search your System Contacts. A 

portion of the name or email address can be entered for your search. 

 

 

Import System Contacts 
 

To import a group of System Contacts, click the upper right 

corner of the screen and select Import Contacts. 
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In the next Window, you will select the file to 

import, choose the phase, and finally upload a list 

of contacts into your System Contact list. 

1. Browse and find the CSV file you created of 

your contacts. 

2. Select the phase of the contacts, post-user is 

the default. 

3. Click Import to import your contacts. 

Note: We recommend clicking on the example link 

to review the formatting needed to upload contacts. 

 

Export All Contacts 
 

To export your entire list of System Contacts into a CSV file, click on the 

upper right corner of the screen and select Export Contacts. This will 

begin a download of your System Contacts. 

 

 

 

System > Exemptions 
 

Sendio gives you the ability to add exemption for Server Recon (Silverlisting) and SPF. This allows you to 

enter domains and IP addresses of specific sender that you want to exempt from Server Recon and SPF 

checks you may have enabled in System > Inbound Control. The most common use of these exemptions 

is to avoid situations where a sending domain that your organization trusts have a misconfigured SPF 

record that causes incoming emails to be held due to the SPF check failing. Or if a domain does not 

respond correctly to the Server Recon deferral, an exemption will allow those emails to be received by 

Sendio. 
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Create Server Recon (Silverlisting) Exemption 
 

 

Click on Server Recon (Silverlisting) on the Exemptions screen. This will open the Server Recon 

Exemptions screen. Click on the “+” sign to create a new exemption. 

 

In the new window, create your exemption. 

Name: For display purposes only 

Address Pattern (required): Enter the email address or 

domain that you want to exempt from the Server Recon 

test. A full email address or wildcard such as 

*@microsoft.com can be used here. 

IP: A specific IP address or CIDR range can be used here. A 

wildcard (*) can be used to mean any IP address for this 

email address or domain is to be exempted. 

Click Save to add this exemption to your Sendio system. The search function is available here to search 

your list of Server Recon exceptions. 

 

Create SPF Exemption 
 

 

Click on SPF on the Exemptions screen. This will open the SPF Exemptions screen. Click on the “+” sign 

to create a new exemption. 

In the new window, create your exemption. 

Domain (required): Enter the domain name to 

exempt from the SPF check 

IP: Enter the specific IP address or CIDR range, or use 

a wildcard “*” for any IP address for the domain. 

Click Save to add the exemption to your Sendio 

system. The search function is available here to 

search your list of SPF exemptions. 
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System > SSL 
 

It is recommended that User access to the Sendio web UI be made over an SSL connection. The SSL 

certificate can be a Sendio (Default) or can be specified via the Options on the System > SSL page. 
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Certificate Name: (Default, Sendio, Inc.) Specifies the name of the SSL certificate to use for secure 

access to the Sendio web UI. There are three options shown in the drop-down list: Default (Sendio, Inc.), 

Self Signed and Signed by Trusted Authority. 

Note: Self Signed and Signed by Trusted Authority certificate name should only be selected once a 

certificate has already been uploaded. 

HTTPS/SSL access only: (Default: No) Specifies whether users must utilize an SSL connection to access 

the Sendio web interface. If enabled, access will not be possible without https://. 

Organization Info: Will be filled out based on the configuration of your Sendio System. Administrators 

can edit the Organization information as needed, click Save after any changes. 

The certificate request process requires that you provide the Certificate Authority (CA) with a Certificate 

Signing Request (CSR). This is completed in the Actions section.w 

Actions:  

Download the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) with Organization Info to send to your Certificate 

Authority (CA). 

• A CSR is generated with the Sendio web server software and contains both the public key 

portion of your web server’s key pair and the Distinguished Name, which is derived from the 

organizational information requested. The generation of a CSR also includes the generation of a 

server key pair. It is strongly recommended that you back up the key pair. The key pair cannot 

be recovered if lost 

• Submit the key for signature 

• Upload the signed certificate 

Once the certificate has been uploaded, select Signed by Trusted Authority from the Certificate Name 

drop-down menu. 

 

Note: SSL certificates that require an intermediate certificate or a certificate chain may require the 

assistance of Sendio Support. An example of this would be GoDaddy.com certificates. 
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SECTION 5: Global Views Pages 
 

The Global Views pages give Administrators a facility to see an aggregate view of various message 

queues for all users. Many Administrators find a Global View of all Held messages to be particularly 

useful. Most held messages will be a result of a specific policy that has been enabled on the Admin > 

System > Inbound Control and Outbound Control pages. 

A Global View displays a list of messages across all accounts that Sendio recognizes. In this way, the 

Administrator can view messages with specific characteristics across all accounts. The view can assist in 

determining the effectiveness of a policy or potentially the requirements of an additional policy. 

Because Global Views function performs 

comprehensive queries across the entire 

Sendio database, it can have significant impact 

on system performance. When the Global 

Views button on the Admin menu is selected, 

the UI first displays an Alert to remind the 

Administrator about this potential impact. If 

the Administrator chooses to proceed, they 

then choose which queue they want to see, 

Inbound or Outbound. Once selected, the message queue will open. 

 

 

The page always opens with the Pending view selected. By clicking on the arrow, Administrators can 

change which messages they see in the queue;  All, Pending, Delivered, Admin Hold, Rejected, Deleted 

(For Sendio system administrators only). Once the preferred view is selected, the corresponding 

messages are displayed. 
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Once the Administrator finds the message needed, clicking on it will give the Administrator options to 

process the message. When the Administrator clicks Add Sender to accept the message, a contact for 

the sender will be created in the user’s contact list so that all further email will be accepted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rest of the page left blank 
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SECTION 6: Domains 
 

Sendio can provide email integrity service to one or multiple domains simultaneously on a single 

instance.  

Example: A customer owns four companies, each with their own IT infrastructure and email system. 

• franks-flowers.com 

• franks-fish.com 

• franks-farm-feed.com 

• franks-furniture.com 

Sendio can receive all the email for all four businesses, process the messages through the email integrity 

workflow (with specific policies if desired), and then forward the legitimate messages on to the 

appropriate email system at the correct company. 

Domains are managed by selecting Domains in the Admin UI. When the Domains page opens, the 

display will show all the currently configured domains.  

 

CREATING A NEW DOMAIN 
 

Clicking on the “+” sign on the Domains page displays the New Domain window. 

 

The administrator will add the domain 

name (FQDN) in the Domain Name field. 

By default, Sendio will create a System 

anti-spoofing drop contact for that 

domain in the System Contact list. If the 

administrator chooses not to have this 

contact created by default, they can 

uncheck the box before clicking the Add 

button to add the domain to Sendio. 
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DOMAIN LEVEL CONFIGURATOIN 
 

Many of the options described in Admin > System > Options pages of this manual can be modified at 

the Domain level. 

 

When a new Domain is created, it “inherits” the configuration settings from the System level. If an 

option is “locked” at the System level, the option is “read-only” at the Domain level. Except for DKIM, 

the options for the Domain are equivalent to the options on the Admin > System > Options page. DKIM 

is described later in this section. Clicking on the check box next to an option that is not “grayed-out” 

allows the Administrator to change the setting for that option. It can be locked here so that it cannot be 

overridden at the Address level. 
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Domain Contacts 
 

In a multiple domain Sendio environment, an administrator can create Domain Contacts that are specific 

to each domain on the system and will not be applied to other domains configured in the system. Like 

System Contacts on a single domain instance, these Domain Contacts will apply to all email addresses in 

that specific domain configured in the system. 

 

DKIM Signing 
 

DKIM lets senders verify authorship and origination of their email messages using cryptographic digital 

signatures. Records are published in DNS records to allow recipient mail servers to verify an email’s 

authenticity and origin.  

Sendio has the capability to “sign” outbound mail. Sendio can be configured to use DKIM to sign all 

outgoing mail, or DKIM signing can be restricted to a domain.  

DKIM signing is disabled by default and is enabled in System > Outbound Control > DKIM Outbound 

 

Sendio provides a default setting which can be used for DKIM signing selector, or administrators can 

create new selectors as needed. Once the selector is chosen (default used for this example) click on 

Show Instructions which will give you the necessary entry to add to your DNS record. Clicking New will 

allow administrators to create new/multiple selectors. 
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Example of the default selector instructions. 

 

; If you’re managing DKIM selectors yourself, insert the following 

; TXT records into the BIND zone configuration of acmecorp.com. 

default._domainkey.acmecorp.com.    600    IN    TXT    “v=DKIM1; k=rsa; 

p=MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQDMEB02j3ene5uugNwA1vE/QXKzN3BTUFVtTfDqvvKo8rxSqJhnu6iuWHJ/I

ogOyB73GADyHbRq4HyTD8JaD2I0Ik8ZE3bbPySuMZ0fLwJtk8jktMVADk3pFY1BdnC6OzFd232QLttPrjyYNQx02DxKgSB0gJeXE/785

74CvQYNCwIDAQAB” 

 

Steps to enable DKIM signing 
1. On the Domain > DKIM page, select the default selector or create a new one as needed. 

2. Click on Show Instructions which will provide you with the instructions which opens a new tab 

with the DNS entry that will be required to add to the DNS record of the domain. 

3. Create DNS entry with the public side of the DKIM key shown above which will be used to match 

the private key that Sendio is signing. Note the entry on the third line in the example matches 

the DNS name that is given when the Selector is created. The above record specifically is for use 

in a BIND configuration file. When using a web UI the name of the DNS TXT record would be 

default._domainkey.acmecorp.com and the value will be the quoted value above beginning with 

v=DKIM1; K=rsa; … without the quotes. 

4. Allow for a few minutes for the new DNS records to propagate before proceeding on to step 5. 

5. Choose the selector the domain should sign with in Domain > Options > DKIM Selector. 

When these steps have been completed, outgoing mail will be signed with the generated key (private 

side) which is required to match the public side of the key in the DNS record. 
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SECTION 7: Accounts Page 
 

The Accounts page in the Sendio Admin UI displays a table of the accounts that are being managed by 

Sendio. 

 

Clicking on an Account record opens a view of that account’s details. The default Account Details page 

shows links to the account’s Options, Inbound Message Queue, Outbound Message Queue, Server 

Recon held emails, and Contacts. You can also view the Details of the account’s directory settings, all 

email addresses associated with the account, and the option to reset passwords. 

Primary email address is the address where system messages and the Queue Summary (if enabled) will 

be sent. If the address that is designated as the primary address is removed from the Active Directory, 

then the next synchronization will remove the primary designation and the system will promote the first 

address in the list as primary. 
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The Account Options page allows administrators to 

configure, for this individual account, the options 

previously described for the System > Options and 

the System > Domains > Options pages. 

The setting Queue Summary Custom Recipient 

Address List is only available in the Account > 

Options, it is not available at the System level. 

With this setting, the Administrator can specify 

and alternate email address(es) to receive the 

Queue Summary for this account. Two common 

cases for this are monitoring of the account by an 

administrative assistant, or for large distribution 

groups, the queue summary can be sent to a 

specific list of members for account management. 

Any email address entered in this field must be 

present in the Addresses section of the Sendio 

interface and cannot be sent to external addresses. 

 

 

The Inbound and Outbound pages allow the 

administrator to view the account’s message queues 

and perform all the actions that a User can do.  The 

default view is Pending messages but can be changed 

to any of the views available. 

 

The Server Recon page allows administrators to see the 

status of all IP addresses that are being processed for 

the account. 

 

The account Contacts page allows administrators to see 

all the contacts associated with this account. This is the 

same view the user would see on the User > Contacts 

page. The default view is All contacts, but can be 

changed to only view Accept, Drop, or Hold contacts as 

needed.  
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SECTION 8: Addresses Page 
 

The Addresses page in the Sendio Admin UI lists the addresses that are recognized by Sendio as valid 

recipient addresses. Every User or Account has at least one email address associated with it, and some 

have multiple addresses. 

This page will show administrators all email addresses created by the directory sync, the domain the 

address belongs to (for systems with multiple Domains, the Account Name that contains the address, 

and the Date it was added to Sendio. 

 

The Administrator can check the Address Details and Options by clicking on an email address.  Details 

will show the Administrator the account full name, the date created, and the date modified if applicable. 

Clicking on Options will show any address specific settings made to this address. 
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SECTION 9: Logs 
 

Sendio maintains 9 log files that track all message transactions and workflow processes. These logs can 

be viewed on the Admin > Logs page. 

• SMTP: The incoming SMTP transactions 

through Sendio 

• SMTPS: The secure SMTP transactions between 

Sendio and remove servers 

• MTA: The outbound SMTP transactions with 

mail servers 

• HTTP: Users who are accessing the system via 

the GUI 

• HTTPS: Users who are accessing the system via 

the GUI 

• FTP: The FTP transactions between Sendio and 

internal hosts 

• Passthrough: The messages that are not 

processed using Integrity Services 

• AutoAccept: The messages that are processed 

using the List-Message Auto-Accept option 

The logs can be exported to a text (.txt) file. The specific log page allows the administrator to stop/start 

the view of the log. Logs of the previous 24 hours, last 3 days or last week can be exported by clicking on 

the respective links. Alternatively, a custom timeframe can be defined by the administrator. 
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SECTION 10: Queue Summary 
 

Your Sendio system has a powerful tool called the Queue Summary which is emailed daily to show you 

new Contacts added to your Contact List and additions to your Pending Messages queue. If properly 

configured, you can also log in to your Sendio message queue directly from the queue summary without 

the need of entering your password to utilize the full functionality of your Sendio system. 
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Clicking on Accept or Drop icon in Queue Summary Email 
 

If you click on the Accept or Drop button in the Queue Summary email, you will be redirected to a web 

browser window for additional information. If you don’t see anything in the browser window, be sure to 

allow popups from your Sendio system. 

Accept Button 
When you click on the Accept button in the Queue Summary email, a new browser window will open 

and allow you the following options. 

1. Accept All – Will accept and deliver all pending messages from the sender and add an Accept 

Contact to the user list to deliver any future messages from this sender. 

2. Just This Once – Will accept the message and deliver without adding an Accept Contact to the 

user list. 

3. Cancel – Will close the options window without taking any action on the message and the user 

can see their full queue. 

 

Drop Button 
When you click on the Drop button in the Queue Summary email, a new browser window will open and 

allow you the following options. 

1. Drop All – Will drop all pending messages from the sender and add a drop contact to the user 

list to drop any future messages from this sender. 

2. Just This Once – Will drop the message without adding a drop contact to the user list. 

3. Cancel – Will close the options window without taking any action on the message and the user 

can see their full queue. 
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Clicking on Message from Queue Summary Email 
 

If you click on the Message in the Queue Summary email, you will be redirected to a web browser 

window so that you can preview the message and take actions to Accept, Drop or Delete the email. 

Message View 

 

The menu bar highlighted in the red box gives the user many options from the Message View window. 

 

History 
Will show the user everything that Sendio has done with the message. 
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Original 
Will show you the raw email with headers in a new window. 

 

Accept 
Accept the message without adding a contact to the user contact list. 

 

Add Sender 
Accept the message and add an accept contact to the user contact list. 
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Drop 
Drop the message without adding a drop contact to the user contact list. 

 

Drop Sender 
Drop the message and add a drop contact to the user contact list. 

 

Delete 
Delete this message from the user queue. 
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SECTION 11: DKIM Primer 
 

Per the DKIM.org website: 

DKIM attaches a new domain name identifier to a message and uses cryptographic techniques to 

validate authorization for its presence. The identifier is independent of any other identifier in the 

message, such in the author’s From: field. 

 

The first version of DKIM synthesized and enhanced Yahoo!’s DomainKeys and Cisco’s Identified 

Internet Mail specifications. It was the result of a year-long collaboration among numerous 

industry players, during 2005, to develop an open-standard e-mail authentication specification. 

Participants included Alt-N Technologies, AOL, Brandenburg InternetWorking, Cisco, EarthLink, 

IBM, Microsoft, PGP Corporation, Sendmail, StrongMail Systems, Tumbleweed, VeriSign and 

Yahoo!. The team produced the initial specification and several implementations. It then 

submitted the work to the IETF for further enhancement and formal standardization.  

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) lets an organization take responsibility for a message that is in 

transit.  The organization is a handler of the message, either as its originator or as an intermediary. Their 

reputation is the basis for evaluating whether to trust the message for further handling, such as delivery. 

Technically DKIM provides a method for validating a domain name identity that is associated with a 

message through cryptographic authentication. The identity is independent of other email identities, 

such as the author’s From: field.  

DKIM is not an anti-spam technology. It is a concept that is being rapidly adopted to prevent the 

spoofing of Internet Mail. The benefit to the DKIM design is that it avoids overloading the “main” TXT 

record for a domain (e.g., sendio.ca.com). If this domain wanted to use both DKIM and SPF (and maybe 

other TXT records for other purposes), then it may end up with too many TXT records returned to the 

query for the domain and the “right” record may not reach the requestor. DKIM is a cryptographic, 

signature-based type of email authentication. It is a combination of Yahoo’s DomainKeys (DK) and 

Cisco’s Identified Internet Mail. 

DKIM requires a sender’s MTAs or edge devices to generate “public/private key pairs” and then publish 

the public keys into their DNS records. The matching private keys are stored in a sender’s outbound 

email servers, and when those servers send out email, the private keys are used to generate message 

specific “signatures” that are added in additional embedded email headers.  

ISPs that authenticate using DKIM look up the public key in DNS and then can verify that the signature 

was generated by the matching private key. This ensures that an authorized sender actually sent the 

message, and that the message headers and contents were not altered in any way during the 

transmission from the original sender to the recipient. 

The DKIM authentication process involves checking the integrity of the message using the public key 

included in the email signature header, in addition to verifying whether the public key used to sign the 

message is authorized to use the sender’s email address. This step currently involves utilizing the DNS 

record of the sending domain. The authorization records in the DNS contain information about the 
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binding between a specific key and email address. Using a US Postal Service analogy, DKIM is like 

verifying a unique signature, which is valid regardless of the envelope or letterhead it is written on. 

One of DKIM’s advantages over an earlier version of the same technology is that it supports digital 

signatures by authorized third parties. This permits a legitimate sender of email newsletters, for 

example, to outsource the bulk mailing. It should also make it easier to maintain a legitimate signature 

when the email passes through several forwarders before arriving at its destination. Also, because of the 

way DKIM works, recipients can verify whether an email has been altered during transmission. 

 So DKIM’s impact on phishing might be immediate, because it verifies that emails come from where 

they say they come from. For spam, however, it will probably take somewhat longer, because there’s 

nothing to prevent a spammer from getting a key and sending out verified email. The spammer then has 

to build a reputation as a spammer unless there is a sender verification process such as that integrated 

into Sendio. 
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SECTION 12: Messaging Interaction 
 

A few options that are used by Sendio may affect the interaction with the other components of your 

messaging environment. 

Attachment Size: The default attachment size incoming to Sendio is 50 Megabytes. This size should be 

made larger or consistent with the message size on the MTA. 

Timeout Values: Certain timeout values associates with the SMTP conversation can be modified if 

necessary. 

System Response: The system response value e.g., sendio.<yourdomain>.com can be modified if 

necessary. 

There are several SMTP compliant error messages that are associated with Sendio. If an error message is 

received because of an email, it is possible to compare this error against the list below to discover if the 

message came from Sendio or from another point in the messaging infrastructure. 

No error -- continue: 

235 ok, go ahead (#2.0.0) 

Temporary errors which cause a deferral: 

421 out of memory (#4.3.0) 

421 unable to figure out my IP addresses (#4.3.0) 

421 unable to read controls (#4.3.0) 

451 qmail-spp failure: %ERRDETAIL1%: %ERRDETAIL2% (#4.3.0) 

451 qqt failure (#4.3.0) 

451 timeout (#4.4.2) 

451 sorry, your envelope sender domain must exist (#4.1.8) 

451 DNS lookup for your envelope sender domain failed (#4.1.8) 

451 temporary error looking up your envelope sender domain (#4.1.8) 

451 mailbox temporarily unavailable (#4.2.1) 

454 oops, child won’t start and I can’t auth (#4.3.0) 

454 oops, problem with child and I can’t auth (#4.3.0) 

454 oops, unable to open pipe and I can’t auth (#4.3.0) 

454 oops, unable to write pipe and I can’t auth (#4.3.0) 

Permanent errors which cause a rejection: 
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500 Your email was rejected because it contains the %VIRNAME% virus 

501 auth exchange canceled (#5.0.0) 

501 malformed auth input (#5.5.4) 

501 Syntax error in options or argument. Illegal domain name SENDERDOMAIN% (#5.1.7) 

501 Syntax error in options or argument (#5.1.7) 

501 syntax error in options or argument (#5.1.3) 

502 unimplemented (#5.5.1) 

503 auth not available (#5.3.3) 

503 MAIL first (#5.5.1) 

503 no auth during mail transaction (#5.5.0) 

503 RCPT first (#5.5.1) 

503 you’re already authenticated (#5.5.0) 

504 auth type unimplemented (#5.5.1) 

535 authentication failed (#5.7.1) 

550 wrong address for responding to an address verification request. Your address has not been 

verified. Please see text of verification request message for instructions. (#5.7.1) 

550 mailbox unavailable (#5.1.2) 

550 mailbox unavailable (#5.1.1) 

552 sorry, that message size exceeds my databytes limit (#5.3.4) 

553 sorry, that domain isn’t in my list of allowed rcpthosts (#5.7.1) 

553 sorry, your envelope sender is in my badmailfrom list (#5.7.1) 

554 too many hops, this message is looping (#5.4.6) 

555 syntax error (#5.5.4) 
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SECTION 13: System Email Messages 
 

Sendio generates a variety of alert and informational messages that are sent as emails to Users and 

Administrators. 

MAINTENANCE RELEASE NOTIFICATIONS 
 

There are four messages that Administrators may receive regarding new Maintenance Release software 

updates. 

• Notification that a Maintenance Release is scheduled for Automatic Installation (1) 

• Notification that a Maintenance Release is scheduled for Automatic Installation when no Alert 

Addresses have been specified in the system console (2) 

• Notification that a Maintenance Release has been downloaded to Sendio and is available for 

manual installation (3) 

• Notification that a Maintenance Release has been successfully automatically installed (4) 

• Notification that Push Backup Failed (5) 

• Journaling Queue Alert Notification (6) 

 

  

 

 

(1) Maintenance Release Scheduled for Automatic Installation 
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(2) Maintenance Release Scheduled for Automatic Installation, No Alert Addresses Specified 
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(3) Maintenance Release Available for Manual Installation 

 

 

 

(4) Maintenance Release Successfully Installed Automatically 

 

 

(5) Push Backup Failed 
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(6) Journaling Queue Alert Notification 
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SECTION 14: SAV Messages 
  

Part of Sendio email integrity workflow is the Sender Address Verification (SAV). Sendio generates SAV 

messages when an email is received from a sender that is not on a Contact list. These messages are 

based on templates which have dynamic fields that are filled in when a specific message is generated by 

Sendio. 

There are two templates that are used as part of the Sender Address Verification process: 

• SAV Request: the message that is sent to “challenge” an unknown email sender to verify they 

are human 

• SAV Acknowledgement: the message that thanks a now “known” email sender for completing 

the verification process 

These templates are available in various formats; 

• Standard HTML Request (English) 

• Brief Request (English) or (Spanish & English) Examples shown below 

• Detailed Request (Spanish & English) or (Spanish)  Examples shown below 
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